Greetings GOS! Thank you for Rocking Enrollment as you do each year. Remember to log into Power School Enrollment to approve your pending registration records and utilize the generated emails in PSE to send out communication to parents. The generated emails allow you to send parent reminders with just one click. Let’s strive together to reclaim and recruit our students and reach our goal of 98% enrollment! Turning parents away is not the MSCS way. If you need assistance with enrolling students, please contact a member of the Registration and Enrollment team at studentservices@scsk12.org or, 901-416-6007 for support.

What’s Happening in March?

Early registration has kicked off for the 2022-23 school year

Rocking Enrollment
Richland Elementary leads the district with the highest 2022-23 registration numbers at 79%! Way to go Richland and GOS Kacky!!!

Together we hold the torch!
Contact the Registration and Enrollment Team for assistance/ PD offerings.

Rock Enrollment Together
District Goal: 98%
Let’s strive to complete 687 daily registrations to meet the District Goal by the last day of school.

Registration Opportunities
3/12 Gaston Park Community Center 12pm-3pm
3/14 McFarland Community Center 12pm-3pm
3/16 Raleigh Skate Park 12pm-3pm
3/19 Incredible Pizza 2pm-5pm

IDENTIFY YOUR REGISTRATION TEAM
(GOS, teacher, bilingual mentor, principal, etc.)

CREATE YOUR WORK STATIONS
(Library, computer lab, cafeteria, etc.)

UTILIZE A BUDDY SYSTEM
(Collaborate with other schools to identify best practices and procedures)